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Abstract--Two sequential algorithms, two parallel algorithms and two vector algorithms for solving 
systems of ordinary differential equations are developed and discussed. These algorithms are evaluated 
by comparing execution times on an Intel Scientific Computer iPSC Concurrent Supcrcomputer for a 
standardized collection of four initial value problems. 
INTRODUCTION 
The implementation f numerical methods for the solution of systems of ordinary differential 
equations on modern day computers has become commonplace. Hence, rather than developing new 
integration techniques, the task at hand is one of making current methods more efficient by 
reducing the amount of computer time needed to solve a system or by increasing the accuracy of 
the results. Previous efforts to accomplish t is task were centered on improving existing algorithms. 
Recent advances in computer architecture, the advent of parallel and vector processing, have 
made it theoretically feasible to reduce the time required to integrate a system of n differential 
equations by a factor of approx, n, assuming the parallel processor computer possesses n or more 
processors. This would be a very significant time savings compared to those previously realized. 
In the case of parallel processing, this savings is hypothetically possible due to the processor's 
ability to perform n different tasks, e.g. the integration of n differential equations, imultaneously 
rather than sequentially as is done by a computer with a single processor. In the case of vector 
processing, the potential time savings is due to the processor's ability to simultaneously perform 
the exact same task on n different sets of data. 
In this article, one established method for solving systems of differential equations, the 
Runge-Kutta-Fehlberg method, is adapted for parallel and vector processing. Two sequential 
algorithms, two parallel algorithms and two vector algorithms are evaluated by comparing 
execution times on an Intel Scientific Computer iPSC Concurrent Supercomputer fo  a standard- 
ized collection of four initial value problems. 
COMPUTING ENVIRONMENT 
The results presented in this article were obtained using an Intel Scientific Computer iPSC 
Concurrent Supercomputer. The basic system consists of two elements, a cube manager and a 
hypercube [1], The cube manager is a desktop rogramming station that provides programming 
support and system management. It consists of an Intel System 310AP Multibus-based computer 
using an Intel 80286 central processing unit and an Intel 80287 numeric processing unit. It contains 
a 5 1/4 in. megabyte Winchester disk, a 320 K byte floppy disk, a 45 megabyte cartridge tape, and 
a 2 megabyte ECC RAM memory. Additionally, it is equipped with an integrated Ethernet 
interface for communicating with the hypercube and an alphanumeric terminal for input/output. 
Cube manager software consists of a UNIX-based programming and development environment 
with FORTRAN, C, assembler, cube control utilities and communications and system diagnostics. 
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The hypercube is a complete nsemble of microcomputers connected in a parallel architecture. 
Each microcomputer, along with its own numeric processing unit and local memory is referred to 
as a "node". Nodes are connected together by high-speed communication channels to form a 
self-contained "cube" in a free-standing enclosure. Each node in the hypercube is an independent, 
single-board computer. A node consists of an Intel 80286 central processing unit, its companion 
80287 numeric processing unit, 512 K bytes of NMOS dynamic RAM, and eight bidirectional 
communication channels managed by dedicated 82586 communications coprocessors. The memory 
board of any node may be replaced by a vector processor creating a "vector node". Vector 
operations may be performed at a vector node. 
The communications interconnection scheme, or topology, for the iPSC is a "binary n-cube" 
or "hypercube". The dimension refers to the power of two corresponding to the number of nodes 
in the hypercube. The iPSC computer we used had 16 nodes; thus it is a four-dimensional 
hypercube. A schematic drawing of the communications topology of this hypercube is displayed 
in Fig. 1. Each node in this cube has 4 different nodes adjacent to it. We define the distance between 
a node and one of its adjacent nodes to be 1. Hence, in a four-dimensional hypercube ach node 
has associated with it 6 nodes of distance 2, 4 nodes of distance 3, and 1 node of distance 4. These 
internodal distances must be considered when employing parallel algorithms in order to minimize 
distances over which messages are passed. 
INTERNODAL COMMUNICAT ION T IMES 
The possibility of reducing run time through parallel processing requires that the time necessary 
to pass information between processors i minimal compared to the speed of computation. Time 
spent in communicating is a critical factor in the parallel implementation of an integrator of a 
system of ordinary differential equations ince, after each integration step, the solutions to each 
component of the system must be combined at a central location. In parallel processing, this 
requires at each step in the integration procedure a message pass to a central node from each node 
tasked with processing a separate component of the system of equations. The possibility of reducing 
run time through vector processing also requires that the time necessary to pass information 
between a non-vector node and a vector node is minimal compared to the speed of computation, 
since several such message passes must be made during each integration step. For these reasons, 
the hypercube's internodal communication times were empirically determined for later use in 
minimizing total time spent in communication when implementing the parallel algorithms. 
We determined communication time for a message sent round trip from the host to the cube 
as well as between two nodes of distance 1, 2, 3 and 4 from each other. For these timings, a message 
of length 4 bytes was sent round trip 1000 times and an average round trip time was calculated. 
Each timing experiment was performed a total of ten different imes and a final average round trip 
time was then calculated. From the host to the cube, average round trip time was 0.02308 s. Average 
round trip times between odes of internodal distances 1, 2, 3 and 4 were 0.002709, 0.005317, 
0.006615 and 0.007797 s, respectively. In addition, message passing was also timed for messages 
Fig. I. Four-dimensional hypercube communication topology. 
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of length 16, 32, 40 and 80 bytes. These times are similar to those found using a 4 byte message. 
Thus, showing that internodal communication times are not a function of message length. 
Three conclusions may be drawn from these results. First, when minimization of communications 
time is desired, the host should be used to house the main program and provide input and output. 
It should not be used as a "17th" node due to the high relative order of host to cube communication 
time as compared with internodal communication times. Secondly, to minimize the total communi- 
cation time in a given parallel algorithm, internodal distances must be considered when assigning 
tasks to specific nodes. Thus in order to attain minimum program run times, parallel algorithms 
must create an optimum hypercube topology for a given system of equations based on internodal 
distances. Thirdly, since communication time is not message length dependent, it can also be 
concluded that a single long message is preferred to several short messages containing the same 
information. 
THE RUNGE-KUTTA-FEHLBERG ALGORITHM 
In 1969, Erwin Fehlberg [2] published a variation of the Runge-Kutta method for solving the 
vector initial value problem 
y' = f(t, y); y(t0) = Co, (1) 
where y, y', f and e0 are n-dimensional vectors. For given values of t,, y,, Fehlberg's method 
computes two estimates y, + ~ and y*+ t of y(tn + ~ ). The estimate y, + i is computed using a fifth-order 
Runge-Kutta formula while the estimate of y,*+l is computed using a fourth-order Runge-Kutta 
formula. An estimate of the local error is obtained by comparing the two values Yn+~ and y,*+ ~. 
The stepsize is then adjusted based on the specified local error restriction. The 
Runge-Kutta-Fehlberg code found in Ref. [3] for sequentially solving problem (1) was modified 
to solve problem (1) on the Intel hypercube in both a parallel and vector fashion. The 
Runge-Kutta-Fehlberg method was chosen for modification because it is one of the "best 
methods" available for solving non-stiff systems according to Hull et al. [4]. 
The Runge-Kutta-Fehlberg code of Ref. [2] consists of a main program along with subroutines 
RKF45, RKFS and FEHL. The main program defines the system of equations to be solved through 
the use of the program specific subroutine F. Additionally, it defines the system's initial conditions 
and program parameters such as absolute and relative rror tolerances, and it provides output of 
data and error messages. Once the system of equations and parameters are defined, the main 
program begins solution of the problem by passing information to subroutine RKF45. The 
subroutine RKF45 is the interfacing routine for the solution of the problem. RKF45 sets up work 
arrays for storage of information used during integration. It then calls subroutine RKFS, providing 
it with the work arrays. Subroutines RKFS and FEHL perform the integration of the system of 
equations. RKFS establishes a minimum acceptable relative error and a maximum number of 
function evaluations allowed in order to avoid the expense of a user's attempt to obtain an excessive 
accuracy. It checks input parameters, issuing error flags back to RKF45 as appropriate. Machine 
epsilon is computed and used in conjunction with the minimum acceptable r lative error to limit 
precision difficulties. Once these preliminary tasks are complete, initialization is performed. This 
includes setting the function evaluation counter to zero and estimating the initial integration 
stepsize H. Throughout the program, the stepsize is not allowed to become smaller than 26 units 
of roundoff in the dependent variable T. 
Once a stepsize iscomputed and checked, subroutine FEHL is called. Subroutine FEHL contains 
the heart of the integrator. It contains the FORTRAN equivalent of the Runge--Kutta-Fehlberg 
formulas 
k~fh. t .+~h. ,y .+ /~ukt , i=1 ,2  . . . . .  6, 
./-1 
6 
Y~+ l = Y. + ~ c~ki, 
iffil 
6 
Y*+l =Y.+ ~ c*k,, 
i= l  
C,A.M.W,A. [ 8/9---C 
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Table 1. Rungo=Kutta-Fehlberg coefficients 
0 16/135 25/2]6 
I/4 I/4 0 0 
3/8 3/32 9/32 6656/12825 1408/2565 
12/13 1932/2197 -7200/2197 7296/2197 28561/56420 2197/4104 
1 439/216 -8  3680/513 -845/4104 -9/50 -1/5 
1/2 -8/27 2 -3544/2565 1859/1404 -11/40 2/55 0 
where h, is the stepsize and a~,//#, c, and c~* are the constants given in Table 1. Because of its 
importance, the code of subroutine FEHL is included in Fig. 2. FEHL performs the integration 
and returns to RKFS which determines local error and tests to see if the integration step was 
successful. If unsuccessful, the stepsize is reduced and integration is attempted again. If successful, 
the solution at T + H is stored and the components of the system of equations are reevaluated at 
T + H using subroutine F. The function evaluation counter is changed to reflect the function 
evaluations performed in FEHL. This integration process continues until the final time is reached 
causing program flow to return to the main program which provides output of the final solution. 
Test Problems 
From the suite of 20 vector initial value problems suggested in Ref. [4] as a standard for 
evaluating integration algorithms, we selected the following four problems. 
SUBROUTINE FEHL 
C 
C FEHLBERG FOURTH-FIFTH ORDER RUNGE-KUTTA METHOD 
C 
C FEHL INTEGRATES A SYSTEM OF NEQN FIRST ORDER 
C ORDINARYDIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS OF THE FORM 
C DY( I ) /DT=F(T.¥(1)  . . . .  .¥(NEON) 
C WHERE. THE INITIAL VALUES Y(l) ~ THE INITIAL DERIVATIVES 
C YP(1) ARE SPECIFIED AT THE STARTING POINT T. FEHL ADVANCES 
C THE SOLUTION OVER THE FIXED STEP H AND RETURNS 
g THE FIFTH ORDER (SIXTM ORDER ACCURATE LOCALLY) SOLUTION 
APPROXIMATION AT T+N IN ARRAY S(I). 
C F1 ..... F5 ARE THE ARRAYS OF DIMENSION NEON WHICH ARE NEEDED 
C FOR INTERNAL STORAGE. 
C THE FORMULAS HAVE BEEN GROUPED TO CONTROL LOSS OF SIGNIFICANCE. 
C FEHL SHOULD BE CALLED WITH AN H NOT SMALLER THAN 13 UNITS OF 
C ROUNDOFF IN T SO THAT THE VARIOUS INDEPENDENT ARGUMENTS CAN BE 
C DISTINGUISHED. 
C 
C 
INTEGER NEON, K 
REAL Y(NEO~),T,H,CH,YP(NEQN),PI(NEON),F2(NEQN), 
1 F3(NEQN~,I~4(NEQN),FS(NEQN),S(NEQI~) ". C 
CHart/4.0 
DO 221 K=I,NEON 
221 FS (g)'Y(K)+CH'~P(X) 
CALL F(T+CH,FS,FI) 
C 
CH=3.0"H/32.0 
DO 222 K I NEON 
222 FS (K)-Y(K)~CH*(YP (K)+3.0*Vl (K)) 
CALL F(T+3.0*N/S.0,FS,F2) 
C 
CH=N/2197.0 
DO 223 K=I NE.~N, 
223 FS(K)=Y(K)+CH"':(1932.0*YP(K)÷(7296 0*F2(R)-7200 0*FI(R))) 
CALL F(T+12.0"H/13.0, FS, F3) " 
C 
CH=N/4104.0 
DO 224 K=l NEON 
F5 (K)=y(K)~cHr~,(_(8341 • O*TP (K~-B4S. O'F3 (K) )+ 
224 1 (29440.0*F2 (R) -32832.0*FZ (K)) ) 
CALL E(T+H, FS, F4) 
C 
CH=N/20520.0 
DO 225 R=l NEON 
225 2s552 IFI(K)'Y K)+CH ~ -6080.0*YP(K +( 9295.0*F3(R - 
CALL F(T+H/2.0,FI,FS) 
C 
C COMPUTE APPROXIMATE SOLUTION AT T+N 
C 
C~=H/7618050.0 
DO 230 g=l  NEON 
230 S(K)=Y(K)+N~,(~02880.0*n'(K)+(3RSS73S 0*r3(g)- 
1 1371249.0 'F4(K)))+(3953664 0*F2(K~'.~ 
2 277020.0*FS(R)) ) " " " 
C 
RETURN 
END 
Fig. 2. Subroutine FEHL. 
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Problem I 
The following two equation system represents he population growth of two competing species: 
y~ = 2(y~ -Y~Y2); y~(0) = 1, 
Y~ = - (Y2-  YlY2); y2(O) = 3. 
Problem 2 
The following three equation system models a linear chemical reaction: 
Problem 3 
Y~ = --Yl + Y2; Yl (0) = 2, 
Y2=Yl d- 2y2 -I- Y3; y2(0) --0, 
Y ~ = Y2 - Y3 ; Y3 (0) = 1. 
The following four equation system is the equations of motion for a two-body problem with 
eccentricity 0.9. 
Y~ =Y3; yl(O) =0.1 
Y~ = Y4; y2(0) --- 0 
y~ = -y J (y~ +y22)3/2; y3(0) = 0 
Y'4 = -YJ(Y~ +y2)3/2; y4(0) = x /~ 
Problem 4 
The following ten equation system models a radioactive decay chain. 
y~=-y~ ; y~(0)=l  
Y~ = Y l - Y2; Y2 (0) -- 0 
y'3=y2-y3; y3(0) = 0 
Y~=Ya-Y4; y4(0) --0 
Y ~ = Y4 - Y5; Y5 (0) = 0 
Y ~ = Y5 - Y6; Y6 (0) = 0 
Y~ = Y~-Y7; yT(0) =0 
Y~ =YT-Ys; ys(O) =0 
Y~ = Ys - Y9; y9(0) -- 0 
Y~o = Y9 ; yto(0) = 0 
Integration algorithms 
Six different algorithms were used to generate single precision solutions to the four selected vector 
initial value problems on the interval [0, 20] with prescribed maximum magnitudes of relative rror 
per step of ~ = l0 -p where p ranges from 3 to 7, 8 or l0 depending on the problem. For any given 
problem and any given value of ~ the solutions produced by all six algorithms are identical, as they 
should be. 
For a given value of ~ two sequential solutions were generated to each problem. One solution 
was generated using the Runge--Kutta-Fehlberg algorithm exactly as it appears in Ref. [3]. 
Computer un time results for this method appear under the heading "sequential" in a column 
labelled FEHL to indicate that the subroutine FEHL is a part of the code. Since there is only one 
call to the subroutine FEHL in the subroutine RKFS, we removed the call statement and inserted 
the code in the subroutine FEHL at that location. Run time results obtained using this algorithm 
appear under the heading "sequential" in a column labelled "no sub". For sequential runs a main 
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program, running at the host node, loads the integration algorithm into node 0. Run time for the 
sequential algorithm at node 0 is determined and returned, along with integration results, to the 
host node for output. 
For each initial value problem and a given value of E two vector solutions were generated. One 
vector algorithm was constructed from the sequential algorithm with the FEHL code embedded 
in RKFS by replacing do loops in the FEHL portion of the code with Intel calls to a vector 
processor. For example, the FEHL code (see Fig. 2) 
DO 221 K=I NEQN 
221 F5(K) =Y(K) + CH*YP(K) 
was replaced by the single vector call 
CALL SSVTVP(N EQN,CH,YP,1 ,Y,1 ,F5,1 ) 
DO 230 K =I,NEQN 
230 S(K) =Y(K) + CH*((902880.0*YP(K) + (3855735.0"F3(K)- 
1 1371249.0" F4(K))) + (3953664.0*F2(K) + 
2 277020.0*F5(K))) 
was replaced by the following computationally equivalent sequence of seven vector calls 
CALL SSM UL(N EQN,1371249.0,F4,1 ,DUM1,1 ) 
CALL SSVTVM (N EQN,3855735.0,F3,1 ,DUM1,1 ,DU M2,1 ) 
CALL SSVTVP(N EQN,902880.0,YP,1 ,DUM2,1 ,DUM1,1 ) 
CALL SSMUL(NEQN,277020.0,F5,1 ,DUM2,1 ) 
CALL SSVTVP(N EQN,3953664.0,F2,1 ,DUM2,1 ,DUM3,1 ) 
CALL SVAD D (N EQN,DUM1,1 ,DUM3,1 ,DUM2,1 ) 
CALL SSVTVP(NEQN,CH,DUM2,1 ,Y,1,S,1 ). 
Computer un time results for this algorithm appear under the heading "vector" in a column 
labelled "manual". 
A second vector algorithm was constructed from the sequential lgorithm with FEHL embedded 
in RKFS using Intel's VAST preprocessor. The VAST program extracts computational portions 
of standard programs and partitions them off to the vector processor by substituting vector 
operations for vectorizable code segments. Run time results for this vector algorithm appears under 
the heading "vector" in a column labelled VAST. 
We devised two parallel algorithms to solve each initial value problem. In these parallel 
algorithms, computations for each component of the differential equation system are performed 
at a different node. The first of these algorithms would, at the outset, appear to be the most natural. 
The integration scheme consists of a driver program at the host, a modified sequential integration 
program less the FEHL code at node 0, and modified FEHL code at each active node. The driver 
program at the host loads all node programs and outputs integration and parallel run time results 
received from node 0. The program at node 0 consists of the sequential integration algorithm with 
the FEHL code replaced by communications to as many nodes as components in the differential 
equations ystem. Components were assigned to nodes in such a way as to minimize internodal 
distances. The code at an active node other than the 0 node consists of the FEHL code modified 
so that it performs computations for a single component of the system and modified to 
communicate with node 0. Figure 3 shows the communications configuration for this parallel 
algorithm. Due to this communications structure in which node 0 sends and receives messages from 
all component nodes and no component node communicates with any other component node, 
we named this parallel algorithm "shotgun". Run time results for this algorithm will appear 
under the heading "parallel" in a column labelled "shotgun". Code for this algorithm appears in 
Mayo [5]. 
and the FEHL code 
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A second parallel integration scheme in which messages are passed from one component node 
to another component node was devised for each initial value problem. In each case, the algorithm 
was devised to minimize internodal distances and maximize communications and computation 
overlap. The communications configuration for each of these algorithms will be explained in the 
next section. 
Run Time Results and Observations 
Problem I 
The two equation system. In the "shotgun" parallel algorithm for solving this two equation initial 
value problem, the code for components 1 and 2 of the differential equation system was placed 
at nodes 1 and 2, respectively. For this scheme the cost in terms of the total number of message 
transmissions is Cs2 = 4 x NFE where NFE is the total number of function evaluations. Since the 
number of function evaluations increases as the error tolerances decrease, integration times can be 
expected to increase due both to the increased number of computations required, as well as the 
increased communications overhead requirement. 
In order to reduce the communications overhead present in the "shotgun" implementation, a 
second parallel integration scheme was developed. In this scheme, termed "flip-flop", each 
integration step involves ending information from node 0 to nodes 1 and 3 and then performing 
a series of computations at and message passes between odes 1 and 3. The integration step ends 
with message passes to node 0 from nodes 1 and 3. Code for system components 1 and 2 of the 
initial value problem were placed at adjacent nodes I and 3 to minimize the total internodal distance 
for message passes during an integration step. The communications configuration for this parallel 
integration scheme is depicted in Fig. 4. 
In terms of communication verhead, the "flip-flop" scheme is superior to the "shotgun" scheme 
because the total cost of message transmissions i  C~ = 2.8 x NFE. This cost is derived from the 
fact that 14 message transmissions occur during the computation of five function evaluations. There 
are ten transmissions between odes 1 and 3, two between ode 0 and node 1, and two between 
node 0 and node 3, as shown in Fig. 4. This cost is 30% of the cost of the "shotgun" algorithm. 
Computer un time results for the two sequential lgorithms, for the two vector algorithms, and 
for the two parallel algorithms, for solving Problem 1 for relative rrors ofE = 10 -3, 10 -4 . . . . .  10 -s 
are shown in Table 2. The sequential algorithms have the shortest run times. As anticipated, the 
run times for the sequential scheme which includes acall to the subroutine FEHL are slightly longer 
than the scheme with the call removed. The vector algorithms require approximately twice as long 
to execute as the sequential lgorithms. The "shotgun" parallel algorithm requires about 11 times 
longer to execute than the sequential lgorithms. The run times for the "flip-flap" implementation 
were approx. 3½ times those for the sequential runs but resulted in a 70% time savings over the 
"shotgun" times. This savings is in agreement with the communications costs functions Cs2 and 
Cr given earlier and confirms that the communications overhead is the primary cause for parallel 
run times being slower than sequential run times. 
Problem 2 
The three equation system. In the "shotgun" parallel algorithm for solving Problem 2, the code 
for components 1,2 and 3 of the differential equation system was placed at nodes 1, 2 and 4. These 
nodes were chosen to minimize the total internodal message passing distance. The cost of message 
transmission for this algorithm is Cs3 = 6 x NFE. 
Fig. 3. Shotgun scheme. 
3,2  
Fig. 4. Flip-flop scheme. 
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Table 2. Computer un time for Problem 1 (in s) 
Relative Sequential Vector Parallel 
error NFE No sub FEHL Manual VAST Shotgun Flip-flop 
10 -3 403 0.465 0.485 0.975 !.075 5.535 1.635 
10 -4 547 0.610 0.630 1.305 1.430 7.045 2.150 
10 -5 804 0.860 0.895 1.895 2.070 10.300 3,165 
10 -6 1164 1.220 1.265 2.700 2.965 13.970 4.665 
10 -7 1677 1.725 1.785 3.830 4.225 20.110 6.415 
10 -s 2622 2.670 2.765 5.940 6.560 30.000 10,010 
A second parallel scheme was developed to decrease the message transmission cost for the three 
equation system. This scheme was named the "train" algorithm due to its routing of a real valued 
vector message of size 17 from node to node during integration. The vector contains information 
necessary for integration including values for T, stepsize H, y values, y '  values and computed 
derivatives. Upon the message's arrival at a node, the node performs function evaluations for its 
respective component, updates information in the message, and passes it on. An analogy can' be 
made between the process of updating information in the message and filling box cars in a train; 
thus the name "train". The communications configuration for this scheme is displayed in Fig. 5. 
Nodes 1 and 2 were chosen since they are of minimal distance to node 0, whereas, node 3 was 
chosen for its adjacency to node I. In the first time frame, node 0 computes the first 
Runge--Kutta-Fehlberg function evaluation and sends the information "train" to node 1 which 
performs the second function evaluation for component 1 of the system. While this computation 
is being performed, the second time frame begins as node 0 sends the integration information to 
node 2. Upon completion of its computation, node 1 updates the information pertaining to its 
component and sends the message "train" to node 3. At this point nodes 2 and 3 are performing 
their computations for the first function evaluation of components 2 and 3. As the worst case, it 
is assumed that node 3 sends its updated information to node 0 during the third time frame and 
that node 2 returns its information during a fourth time frame. Throughout his process, as 
information is received at node 0, the updated values are placed in a buffer until all component 
nodes return their updates. This completes one function evaluation which takes a maximum of four 
message pass time frames during which time five message passes have actually occurred. This cycle 
is repeated until six function evaluations have been performed. Upon completion of the function 
evaluations, node 0 selects a new stepsize H and continues integration. The cost of message 
transmission for this algorithm is Cr3 = 4 x NFE. This value is two-thirds of the cost associated 
with the "shotgun" scheme for a three equation system. 
Computer un time results for solving Problem 2 using all six algorithms for relative errors of 
E = 10 -3, 10 -4 . . . . .  10 -7 are shown in Table 3. Again sequential lgorithm run times were smallest. 
Vector algorithm run times were slightly less than twice as long as sequential run times. For this 
problem, the "shotgun" run times were approx. 20 times the sequential run times, while the "train" 
scheme run times were approx. 14 times the sequential run times. The relationship between 
communications overhead of the two parallel methods, as expressed by the cost functions Cs3 and 
Cr ,  is upheld. The "train" scheme, in fact, attained run times that were about two-thirds the run 
times for the "shotgun" scheme. 
Problem 3 
The four equation system. The four component system of Problem 3 was run using the "shotgun" 
parallel scheme by performing computations for components 1, 2, 3 and 4 at nodes 1, 2, 4 and 
8. These nodes are all distance 1 from node 0 and were chosen to minimize internodal distance. 
Table 3. Computer un time for Problem 2 (in s) 
Relative Sequential Vector Parallel 
error NFE No sub FEHL Manual VAST Shotgun Train 
I0 -3 481 0.670 0.690 1.195 1.305 16.208 10.225 
10 -4 721 0.970 0.995 1.750 1.920 18.165 14.640 
10 -5 967 1.285 1.320 2.330 2.555 24.085 18.750 
10 -6 1458 1.900 1.950 3.485 2.820 36.435 28.870 
10 -7 2418 3.110 3.190 5.730 6.295 61.560 52.025 
Fig. 5. Three equation train scheme. 
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Fig. 6. Four equation train scheme. 
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The communications cost for solving a system of four equations with the "shotgun" method is 
Cs4 = 8 x NFE. 
A "train" parallel algorithm for Problem 3 was devised by assigning components 1,2, 3 and 4 
of the differential equations ystem to nodes 1, 2, 3 and 4. Nodes 1, 2 and 4 were chosen for their 
adjacency to node 0 and node 3 was chosen for its adjacency to nodes 1 and 2. The "train" 
communications configuration for Problem 3 is displayed in Fig. 6. The integration process can 
be described in terms of message pass time frames as follows. In the first time frame, node 0 makes 
the first Runge--Kutta-Fehlberg function evaluation and sends a vector message containing 22 
pieces of information ecessary for integration to node 1. Node 1 computes the second function 
evaluation for component 1. In the second time frame, the "train" message is again sent out by 
node 0, this time to node 4. Node 4 in turn computes its function evaluation for component 4 and 
sends updated information back to node 0 where it is stored in a buffer until the other "train" 
message arrives. During the second time frame, node 1 also sends its updated message to node 3. 
In the third time frame, node 3 computes and sends its result to node 2. Finally, in the fourth time 
frame, node 2 computes new information and sends the message containing updated information 
from nodes 1, 2 and 3 to node 0. In all, four message pass time frames have elapsed upon node 
0 receiving all component information ecessary for continuing integration. This cycle repeats until 
all six function evaluations are accomplished, causing node 0 to recompute stepsize H and 
continuing integration at T + H. As with the three equation "train" implementation, the 
communications cost is Cr4 = 4 x NFE. This is half the cost of the four equation "shotgun" 
scheme. 
Computer un time results for Problem 3 are given in Table 4. Sequential algorithm run times 
are smallest. Vector algorithm run times are reduced to approx. 1½ times the sequential run times. 
"Shotgun" run times are approx. 13 times sequential run times. Run times for the "train" scheme 
are 7-9 times the sequential run times but resulted in a 70% time savings over the "shotgun" 
scheme. The communications overhead cost functions Cs4 and Cr4 predict a 50% time savings for 
the "train" implementation ver the "shotgun" implementation. The actual savings is higher than 
predicted because the expression for Cr4 is an upper bound. 
Problem 4 
The ten equation system. In the "shotgun" parallel integration scheme for the ten component 
system of problem 4, components 1-10 were asssigned to nodes 1-10. For this problem, internodal 
distances were not considered in the node assignment. The communications cost overhead for this 
integration scheme is Cslo = 20 x NFE. 
A "train" parallel algorithm was developed for this problem in the following manner. Node 0 
was used as a driver and nodes 1-10 were used to perform computations for components 1-10 of 
the differential equations ystem. The communications configuration selected for this integration 
Table 4. Computer run time for Problem 3 (in s) 
Relative Sequential Vector Parallel 
error NFE No sub FEHL Manual VAST Shotgun Train 
10 -3 678 1.205 1.235 1.820 2.005 16.400 4.565 
10 -4 923 1.620 1.665 2.510 2.715 21.625 6.230 
I0 -s 1379 2.395 2.445 3.705 4.015 31.665 9.290 
10 -~ 2048 3.525 3.605 5.460 5.950 46.045 13.760 
I0 -7 2771 4.705 4.805 7.330 7.955 61.295 18.330 
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scheme is displayed in Fig. 7. As can be seen from this figure, there are three message "trains". 
The first message train originates at node 0, proceeds to node 3, then to node 2 and back to node 0. 
The second message train starts at node 1 and proceeds to nodes 5, 7, 6, 4 and 0. The third message 
train originates at node 0, proceeds to nodes 8, 9 and 10, and then returns to node 0. Minimization 
of the total internodal distances was taken into account in determining the route of each train 
message. A total of six message pass time frames elapse during the course of a single function 
evaluation. During time frame 1, a message is sent from node 0 to node 1. In time frame 2, a 
message is sent from node 0 to node 8 and simultaneously the same message is sent from node 1 
to node 5. During time frame 3, messages are sent from node 1 to node 3, from node 5 to node 7 
and from node 8 to node 9. In time frame 4, messages are sent from node 3 to 2, from node 7 
to 6, and from node 9 to 10. During time frame 5, messages are sent from node 2 to 0, from node 
6 to 4, and from node 10 to 0. In the last time frame, a single message is sent from node 4 to node 
0. So the total communications overhead for this scheme is Cry0 = 6 x NFE. Compared to the 
"shotgun" parallel implementation a 70% time savings in communications overhead is theoretically 
attainable. 
Computer run time results for Problem 4 are given in Table 5. The manual vector algorithm has 
the smallest run times, followed by the sequential algorithm run times and the VAST vector run 
times. For a given value of the relative error, E, these run times are practically the same. The 
"shotgun" parallel scheme run times are approx. 17 times the vector implementation run times. 
The "train" parallel scheme run times are about eight times the vector algorithm run times. The 
time savings of the "train" scheme over the "shotgun" scheme vary from 52 to 60%. This savings 
is less than predicted, perhaps due to message collisions which occur at node 0 as the message trains 
return with updated information. 
CONCLUSIONS 
At the present time, due to the communications overhead inherent in internodal message passing, 
the sequential method of solving vector initial value problems on the Intel hypercube when the 
system of ordinary differential equations has fewer than ten components i superior, in terms of 
elapsed run time, to the vector method of solution. For a system with ten or more components 
the vector method is superior. Currently, each call to a vector node necessitates a message pass 
to the node. Intel is presently developing a new version of VAST in which a sequence of m 
consecutive calls to a vector node will require only one message pass instead of m message passes. 
It is estimated that this will decrease vector program run times by a factor of five or six. This means 
that in the future the vector method of solving initial value problems on an Intel hypercube should 
be faster than the sequential method for all systems with more than two or three components. 
For the systems of differential equations we have considered, the "best" parallel algorithm in 
which computations for each component are performed at a different node required run times 
varying from 4 to 14 times as long as the sequential algorithms. We empirically determined 
computing times at hypercube nodes and found that a single addition operation and a single 
multiplication operation both required 2.5 x 10-68 whereas built-in function evaluations such as 
6 2 
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Fig. 7. Ten equation train scheme. 
Solution of ordinary differential equations on a hypercube 
Table 5. Computer run time for Problem 4 (in s) 
Relative Sequential Vector Parallel 
error NFE No sub FEHL Manual VAST Shotgun Train 
10 -3 252 0.865 0.875 0.855 0.905 14.580 7.715 
10 -4 270 0.930 0.940 0.915 0.970 15.085 8.815 
10 -~ 294 1.010 1.020 1.000 1.055 16.530 9.040 
l0 -6 360 1.225 1.235 1.210 1.280 20.600 11.385 
10 -7 480 1.615 1.625 1.590 1.685 28.130 14.210 
l0 -s 696 2.315 2.335 2.260 2.415 43.190 17.355 
10 -9 1038 3.425 3.445 3.340 3.545 63.360 22.690 
10 -I° 1639 5,375 5.425 5.260 5.580 101.430 37.070 
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SQRT, SIN and ATAN all required 2.43 x 10 -5 s. Since the time necessary to send a message to 
an adjacent node is 0.0013545 s, the number of computations performed at a node in order to 
evaluate a single component of the system would have to include approx. 542 (~13545/25) 
arithmetic operations or 56 (,,-13545/243) built-in function evaluations or some equivalent 
combination thereof before the computation time was as large as the message pass time. Of course, 
the components of the systems which we investigated required very few arithmetic operations and 
no function evaluations. We believe our parallel algorithms have longer run-times than the 
sequential lgorithms due to the fact that numerical solution of initial value problems for ordinary 
differential equations necessitates the sharing of integration results of each component after each 
integration step and due to the relatively slow speed of internodal communications compared to 
computational speed on the hypercube. Thus, we conclude that parallel processors with totally 
distributed memory are not well-suited for solving initial value problems for systems of ordinary 
differential equations due to communications overhead and the manner in which systems of initial 
value problems are numerically solved. Three possible solutions to this difficulty might be (i) to 
increase communications speed within the hypercube, (ii) to partition the components of the 
differential equations system among the nodes of the hypercube in such a way that the computation 
time at every node is nearly equal to the internodal communication time, or (iii) to provide a small 
amount of common memory for all nodes in the cube. If it is possible to reduce internodal 
communication times to about the time required to evaluate a built-in function, then parallel 
integration algorithms in which each component is processed by a different node should have 
shorter un times than sequential algorithms for moderate sized systems. Likewise, if the number 
of components o be integrated at each node is selected so as to increase the computation time to 
near the internodal communications time, then such parallel algorithms hould also have shorter 
run times than sequential algorithms. Common memory would alleviate the need to artificially 
create it as we did by passing a "train" message from node to node and transferring updated ata 
in the "train" to a buffer at the driver node. The lack of any shared memory negates the concurrent 
processing of a system's components at the nodes by requiring message passes back to the driver 
node. 
Several general conclusions may also be drawn about parallel processing. First, the obviously 
"natural" conversion of an existing sequential algorithm to a parallel algorithm may not be the 
"best" choice. This point is supported by the shortcomings ofthe "shotgun" implementations when 
compared to the "train" implementations. Second, it is imperative to consider internodal adjacency 
and distances when developing parallel algorithms. This is evidenced by the empirical determina- 
tion of internodal message pass times. Finally, parallel processing in itself is not a panacea. It is 
well-suited and affords time savings in a variety of applications; however, as has been shown in 
this article parallel processing results in a significant ime loss compared to sequential processing 
when solving initial value problems for ordinary differential equations in which each component 
is processed at a different node. 
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